Eaton RESA Career Preparation Center Checklist

***Go to eatonresa.org/cpc to complete the checklist

☐ Eaton RESA CPC Parent/Student Handbook Verification (All CPC Students)

☐ Eaton RESA CPC FERPA Form (All CPC Students)

☐ Eaton RESA CPC Technology Agreement (All CPC Students)

☐ Eaton RESA CPC Directory Opt-Out (All CPC Students)

☐ Eaton RESA CPC Emergency Contact Google Form (All CPC Students)

☐ Eaton RESA CPC Student/Parent Online Learning Survey (All CPC Students)

☐ Eaton RESA CPC Virtual Orientation (All CPC Students)

☐ LCC FERPA Form (LCC Students Only)

☐ LCC Code of Conduct Verification (LCC Students Only)

☐ LCC Application Powerpoint (1st Year LCC Students Only)

☐ Davenport Application (In mailed packet; DU Students Only)

☐ Davenport FERPA Form (In mailed packet; DU Students Only)

☐ Davenport Student Handbook Verification (In mailed packet; DU Students Only)